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If you pay $9.99 for this game then you're a bigger fool than you realize. I will say that this game is worth what I paid for it -- 99
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cents. But that's it. The storyline is interesting, though incredibly linear. I did find the NPCs interesting and the puzzles
somewhat interesting, though easy to solve. This game is tremendously TREMENDOUSLY buggy. You need to save after you
figure out each puzzle or you'll be stuck somewhere, unable to use any objects and unable to examine anything. You won't even
be able to re-load, you'll have to quit and begin again. Though interesting at first, the hunt and click gets a little redundant.
Luckily, you can hit the F1 button and be shown all of the "hot spots" in the area -- in other words, all of the locations on the
screen that you can either use an object or examine. As I said, the game is pretty linear and the puzzles straightforward. I'd
easily pay 99 cents for it again. But $9.99? For a game that's five years old? And buggy? The developers must think we're all
stupid.. I liked it. It has a decent story, good traditional point and click adventure gameplay, it isn't overly difficult yet still
presents a bit of a challenge. Overall, a very decent adventure game with some great dark supernatural/gothic elements.. As an
interesting and somewhat successful adventure game, Alter Ego is the last video game made by Czech developer team, Future
Games which we were familiar from the first game in The Black Mirror series. The studio was closed in 2011 due to financial
problems after the release of this last game - which was also the probable underlying reason behind the abrupt ending we have
here. 19th century, Plymouth. The city is shaken with the untimely death of Sir William, a deformed young noble with a handful
of speculations running about his nature in the newspapers. At the time his funeral is being arranged, the swindler and street rat
Timothy Moor comes to the city on a cargo carrier as a stowaway, apprehended by sailors. He manages to escape to find his
childhood friend Brian for a job, only to find himself in an uncanny intrigue concerning Sir William himself. Following Tim's
misfortune, Detective Briscol - who has just started his first day on the job, investigating a disturbance in the cemetery just after
the funeral - becomes a part of the same uncanny intrigue as well. As the story progresses, our unlikely heroes will cross paths to
try and shed some light into the dreadful business. Spoilers for the following paragraph! Firstly, the storyline - being interesting
enough during the game - closes up with a dark and unsatisfactory ending; leaving many loose ends which results with the
unnecessary demise of our heroes. It is wrapped and misconcluded badly, with stupid mistakes on our "brilliant" main heroes'
part. The last dialogue between our main heroes is misguiding and uncharacteristic, screaming out "we couldn't end the game as
we intended to due to budget problems". The whole experience is as good as it lasts, but by the last 10 minutes of the game,
you'll be disappointed if you'll be expecting an interesting conclusion. Our main characters on the other hand, are intriguing and
well written antiheroes rather than benevolent defenders of justice. They are successfully portrayed with their inner monologues
displayed for the player, to reveal some truth to their nature aside their demeanor. They have severe character flaws, somewhat
foul natures and an incredible amount of vanity; eventually resulting with their own downfall. Very humane and very well-done.
Graphics are made in AGDC, resulting in a successfully grim atmosphere with grayish colors dominating the century.
Environment design is probably one of the upsides of the game, alongside an especially satisfactory voice acting with proper
accents of the time. Character interactions and facial features are also appreciable. As an adventure game, Alter Ego is nothing
extraordinary though. There are hardly any puzzles or actual item combinations. Items themselves are pretty obvious to
encounter and gather too. As a mystery and crime investigation game though, it sure is noteworthy - especially the parts where
we play as detective Bristol: gathering clues, interrogating witnesses and trying to guess the logic behind occurrences. The parts
with Tim rely on story progression rather than mystery mainly and presents loose ends for detective Briscol eventually. If you
are to keep your expectations limited, Alter Ego is a nice experience with a really lame ending. It has some imaginative ideas,
good character builds and a potentially interesting story if only it would be displayed a bit more elaborately.. Alter Ego seems
like a decent point & click adventure where you play two different characters that ultimately cross paths. The dialog ends up
being quite dry and slow ending up making the game quite boring. I honestly fell asleep in my chair playing this game on at least
2 occasions. It's got a Sherlock Holmes detective vibe to it which kept it mildly interesting, but reaching the end just left me
completely baffled. It's like they didn't have the time, resources, or money to finish the game so they just make an executive
decision to end it prematurely. I'm still left with a bad taste in my mouth.. Why does this have mostly positive reviews? There's
only two or three locations that are more than two screens, the puzzles are laughably easy, and half the story is rushed through in
the final chapter. Said chapter is mostly two guys just talking about what's happening, telling rather than showing. Crappy
ending to boot. Plays like Future Games ran out of money and were rushing to get this out, they went bankrupt not too long
afterwards.
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